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Concept Freedom

Concept Freedom 
The Luxury of Freedom

Ideal Standard has been creating beautiful 
accessible bathrooms for many years and our 
expertise in this area is second to none.
Introducing Concept Freedom, a new range of exquisite, high quality bathroom 
products created to enhance the user’s experience through both effective and 
functional design. The simplicity of use enables every user of Freedom to feel 
both comfortable and safe, in a previously more hazardous environment. With 
unique product features, Concept Freedom gives a greater level of independence 
and makes using the bathroom a more enjoyable and relaxing experience.

The stylish nature of each and every product in the range provides care and 
accessibility for the less able, without substituting quality or design. The range 
creates a luxurious feel to bathrooms and can be applied throughout many 
sectors, transforming the typical clinical and sterile environment of care related 
bathrooms into a beautiful space.

Most of the products in the Concept Freedom range conform to Part M. Meaning 
it is easy to meet building regulation compliance which requires businesses to take 
responsible measures so less able people have equal access to all aspects of their 
premises. The vast product range within the wider Concept portfolio, allows the user 
to tailor their aesthetic requirements alongside the functionality Freedom offers.
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Our products have been crafted to an exceptionally 
high standard to meet the requirements of DDA 
and ensure every environment enables the user 
to an un-inhibited use of the bathroom. 
There are 3 Part M compliant packs that are available 
from Concept Freedom with a full compliance drawing, 
giving indication to placement and critical dimensions, 
to ensure accepted layouts are utilised by specifiers and 
architects. Please see page 14 for more information.

*DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION ACT

01

02 03

Accessible yet stylish bathrooms 
created by experts, for you.
Ideal Standard appreciate the need for both beautiful 
and functional bathrooms and so have called on 
experts such as occupational therapists and designer, 
Robin Levien, to create the best possible solutions 
for Concept Freedom.

/ 01 /  40cm Concept Cube basin with chrome 60cm grabrails. 
/ 02 /  60cm accessible basin with chrome 60cm grabrails. 
/ 03 /   Wall-hung rimless WC with backrest, chrome 

60cm grabrail and chrome hinged grabrail.

concept freedom

*
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Why Freedom? 
Assistance where 
it’s needed most

Concept Freedom encompasses the 
solutions to provide a beautiful yet 
functional bathroom.
The joy of using Concept Freedom, is that each new addition 
to the range fits perfectly into the Concept theme allowing you 
to use as many, or as little accessible products as you require. 

Concept Freedom allows you to plan bathroom 
space in advance and factor in accessibility at 
a later date, either by installing care solutions 
from the start or replacing products as your 
needs change. 

Ideal Standard appreciates the various issues 
facing the less able in the bathroom environment. 
Fit for purpose products ensure items are kept 
sanitary, easy to operate, tailored to specific 
needs and correctly positioned to ensure everyone 
who uses a Concept Freedom bathroom has an 
anxiety free experience. 

Product features such as sensor flow or long-handled 
brassware, raised height WCs and easy to use showering, 
create a suite of items perfect for use across both domestic 
and non-residential environments. The Concept Blue basin  
mixer features an easy turn lever handle and an internal  
waterway making it more suitable for drinking water.

01

03

02

04

/ 01 /  Concept Blue basin mixer. 
/ 02 /   Shower pack including 

Hewi detachable shower seat.
/ 03 /   Concept Cube 40cm handrinse basin 

with rim mounted Compact Sensorflow fitting.
/ 04 /   DDA Compliant controls on the dual 

thermostatic shower.
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Freedom to relax
Vital to a relaxing and enjoyable hotel stay, is the 
comfort and anxiety-free aspect of a well serviced 
and suitably installed bathroom. Choose from a 
selection of carefully considered and thoughtfully 
designed products to ensure your Hotel en-suites 
and washrooms comply with the latest in Part M 
regulations. To make specifying easier, we have 
put together complete packs of products that 
provide more accessible bathrooms, three of 
these have been validated to pass the needs of 
Part M, ensuring that you can specify accurately 
in line with planning guidelines.

Hotels
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Freedom to live
With a wide range of solutions available for all 
residential environments, Concept Freedom 
provides greater peace of mind for those wishing 
to retain freedom of movement. The vast product 
range within the wider Concept portfolio, allows 
the user to tailor their aesthetic requirements 
alongside the functionality Freedom offers.

resIdentIAl
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Freedom to move
Carefully produced packs will ensure the 
highest quality of products suitable for care 
home environments. This creates confidence 
for those either utilising the bathroom or for 
those responsible for the user. Confidence in 
products that assist with transferring to and from 
wheelchair to WC or shower seats, sturdy and 
robust grabrails suitable for movement around 
the bathroom and ease of use for controls such 
as brassware, WC cistern flushes and shower kits 
provide an anxiety free environment for both 
patient and carer. 

cAre Homes
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Available packs 
Find the perfect solution

pAcK 05 (s6407AA)

pAcK 01 (s6402AA)

pAcK 02 (s6403AA)

pAcK 04 (s6406AA)

There are five complete packs 
available within the Concept 
Freedom range, each with a variety 
of products to suit your own specific 
needs and bathroom space.
To enable you to specify the perfect accessible bathroom for 
your own individual space, Ideal Standard has developed key 
packs featuring grouped products to suit a variety of different 
user needs. These packs fall into 2 types, fully wheelchair 
accessible bathrooms and a shower room that are Part M 
approved and packs designed to assist with bathing etc. 
where Part M isn’t mandatory.

PACK 01*  Freedom en-suite 60cm basin & extended 
wall hung wc, see p16

PACK 02  Freedom en-suite 60cm basin & raised height 
standard projection back-to-wall wc, see p18 

PACK 03*  Freedom en-suite 40cm basin & extended 
wall hung wc, see p20

PACK 04  Freedom en-suite 40cm basin & raised 
height standard projection back-to-wall wc, see p22

PACK 05*  Part M en-suite Shower pack, see p24

 *Part M compliant

pAcK 03 
(s6404AA)
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Available packs 
Find the perfect solution

There are five complete 
packs available within the 
Concept Freedom range, 
each with a variety of 
products to suit your needs.

To enable you to specify the perfect accessible 
bathroom for your own individual space, Ideal 
Standard has developed key packs featuring 
grouped products to suit a variety of different 
user needs. These packs fall into 2 types, fully 
wheelchair accessible bathrooms and a shower 
room that are part M approved and packs 
designed to assist with bathing etc.

pAcK 01 (s6402AA) PAgeS 16-17 
pArt m complIAnt

60cm basin & extended 
wall hung wc

pAcK 02 (s6403AA) PAgeS 18-19

60cm basin & raised height standard 
projection back-to-wall wc

pAcK 03 (s6404AA) PAgeS 20-21 
pArt m complIAnt

40cm basin & extended wall hung wc

pAcK 04 (s6406AA) PAgeS 22-23

40cm basin & raised height standard 
projection back-to-wall wc

pAcK 05 (s6407AA) PAgeS 24-25  
pArt m complIAnt

Shower pack
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This pack enables flexibility of movement with 
thoughtful product design. The 60cm basin is 
designed to allow wheelchair users to get closer 
to brassware for ease of use. The elongated 
wc bowl has an increased projection of 75cm, 
allowing users to reach the washbasin from a 
sitting position. Whilst stylish chrome rails enable 
freedom of movement around the bathroom.

Concept Freedom 
elongated rimless  
wall hung bowl  
(75cm projection) 
CODE E819701

WC Bracket 
CODE S913967

Seat ring for 
elongated bowl 
CODE E822601

Concealed cistern, 
bottom inlet, suitable 
for 4/2.6L or 6/4L flush 
CODE S363667

Karisma flush plate 
CODE E4465AA

Contemporary 21 
80cm hinged arm 
CODE S6362AA

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x4 
CODE S6484AA

Back rest 
CODE S6637AC

Concept Freedom 60cm 
Accessible basin 1 taphole 
CODE E549901

Concept Blue basin mixer 
CODE B9918AA

15mm TMV 
thermostatic mixing valve 
CODE A5900AA

Contemporary 21 
45cm grab rail 
CODE S6486AA

Chrome bottle trap 
CODE E0079AA

Click basin waste 
CODE S8803AA

pArt m complIAnt

Freedom en-suite 
60cm basin & extended 
wall hung wc

What’s included

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x4

CODE S6484AA

Chrome bottle trap

CODE E0079AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm

CODE S6362AA

Concept Freedom elongated rimless 
wall hung bowl (75cm projection)

CODE E819701

Concept Blue basin mixer

CODE B9918AA

Back rest

CODE S6637AC

pAcK 01 (s6402AA)

Concept Freedom 60cm 
Accessible basin 1 taphole

CODE E549901
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An alternative wc design, this pack includes 
a raised height wc for increased comfort. 
Paired with the 60cm basin, designed to allow 
wheelchair users to get closer to brassware to 
help with hand washing, this pack is a great 
choice for environments where additional care 
and safety is required.

Back-to-wall/ Universal 
Bowl Raised 
CODE E608801

Concept seat ring only 
CODE K706001

Concealed cistern, 
bottom inlet, suitable 
for 4/2.6L or 6/4L flush 
CODE S363667

Karisma flush plate 
CODE E4465AA

Contemporary 21 
80cm hinged arm 
CODE S6362AA

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x 4 
CODE S6484AA

Back rest 
CODE S6637AC

Concept Freedom 60cm 
Accessible basin 1 taphole 
CODE E549901

Concept Blue basin mixer 
CODE B9918AA 

1.5cm TMV 
thermostatic mixing valve 
CODE A5900AA

Contemporary 21 
45cm grab rail 
CODE S6486AA

Chrome bottle trap 
CODE E0079AA

Click basin waste 
CODE S8803AA

Freedom en-suite 
60cm basin & raised 
height standard projection 
back-to-wall wc

pAcK 02 (s6403AA) What’s included

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x4

CODE S6484AA

Chrome bottle trap

CODE E0079AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm

CODE S6362AA

Back-to-wall/ Universal Bowl Raised

CODE E608801

Concept Blue basin mixer

CODE B9918AA

Concept Freedom 60cm 
Accessible basin 1 taphole

CODE E549901
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The 40cm basin option, available in this 
pack offers a great solution where space is a 
premium. Mixed with the Part M compliant wall 
hung elongated bowl and chrome rails, the pack 
offers a contemporary design perfect in Hotel 
bathrooms or in the home.

Concept Freedom elongated rimless  
wall hung bowl (75cm projection) 
CODE E819701

WC Bracket 
CODE S913967

Seat ring only for elongated bowl 
CODE E822601

Concealed cistern, 
bottom inlet, suitable 
for 4/2.6L or 6/4L flush 
CODE S363667

Karisma flush plate 
CODE E4465AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm 
CODE S6362AA

Contemporary 21 60cm grab rail x4 
CODE S6484AA

Back rest 
CODE S6637AC

Concept Cube 40cm handrinse 
washbasin, 1 taphole with overflow 
CODE E803101

Concept Blue basin mixer 
CODE B9918AA

15mm TMV 
thermostatic mixing valve 
CODE A5900AA 

Contemporary 21 45cm grab rail 
CODE S6486AA

Chrome bottle trap 
CODE E0079AA

Click basin waste 
CODE S8803AA

Freedom en-suite 
40cm basin & extended 
wall hung wc

pAcK 03 (s6404AA) What’s included

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x4

CODE S6484AA

Chrome bottle trap

CODE E0079AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm

CODE S6362AA

Concept Freedom elongated rimless 
wall hung bowl (75cm projection)

CODE E819701

Concept Cube 40cm handrinse 
washbasin, 1 taphole with overflow

CODE E803101

Back rest

CODE S6637AC

Concept Blue basin mixer

CODE B9918AA

pArt m complIAnt
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The combination of 40cm basin and raised height 
back to wall wc bowl provide a great solution for 
smaller bathroom spaces.

Back-to-wall/ Universal Bowl Raised 
CODE E608801

Concept seat ring only 
CODE K706001

Concealed cistern, bottom inlet, 
suitable for 4/2.6L or 6/4L flush 
CODE S363667

Karisma flush plate 
CODE E4465AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm 
CODE S6362AA

Contemporary 21 60cm grab rail x4 
CODE S6484AA

Back rest 
CODE S6637AC

Concept Cube 40cm handrinse 
washbasin, 1 taphole with overflow 
CODE E803101

Concept Blue basin mixer 
CODE B9918AA

15mm TMV 
thermostatic mixing valve 
CODE A5900AA

Contemporary 21 45cm grab rail 
CODE S6486AA

Chrome bottle trap 
CODE E0079AA

Click basin waste 
CODE S8803AA

Freedom en-suite 
40cm basin & raised 
height standard projection 
back-to-wall wc

pAcK 04 (s6406AA) What’s included

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x4

CODE S6484AA

Chrome bottle trap

CODE E0079AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm

CODE S6362AA

Back-to-wall/ Universal Bowl Raised

CODE E608801

Concept Cube 40cm handrinse 
washbasin, 1 taphole with overflow

CODE E803101

Concept Blue basin mixer

CODE B9918AA
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The shower pack provides a complete solution 
with easy to use shower controls, grab rails for 
ease of movement and the luxury Hewi shower 
seat, ergonomically designed for ultimate 
comfort and support.

Ceratherm 100 Dual thermostatic shower 
with DDA compliant slider and controls 
CODE A6290AA

Contemporary 21 60cm grab rail x 2 
CODE S6484AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm x 2 
CODE S6362AA

Hewi Detachable Shower Seat 
and rail (included in pack only)*

* Hewi Shower Seat and grab Rail are not 
available as single items

Part M en-suite 
Shower pack

pAcK 05 (s6407AA) What’s included

Contemporary 21 
60cm grab rail x4

CODE S6484AA

Ceratherm 100 Dual thermostatic 
shower with Part M compliant 

slider and controls

CODE A6290AA

Contemporary 21 80cm hinged arm

CODE S6362AA

Hewi Detachable Shower Seat 
and rail (included in pack only)*

pArt m complIAnt
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150
35
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15535
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E0157 wall fixing set
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480

215
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315
9050

bottom inlet

480

Seat ring only for 
75cm projection bowl  e822601

Seat and cover for 
75cm projection bowl  e822501

1. 55cm Concept basin 1 taphole e784201 
2. 40cm Concept basin e803101 
3. 60cm accessible basin 1 taphole e549901 
 Basin fixing set e015767

4.  Concept wall hung  
wc raised height,  
standard projection e609001

5. Close coupled wc e608601 
 Concept Cube cistern with  
 dual flush 6/4 litres e785901 
6. Wall hung rimless  
 75cm projection wc e819701 
 
 Concept soft close seat and cover e791701 
 Concept seat and cover e791801 
  Seat ring only e706001

Detailed drawings and vital 
measurements to help you 
specify for your exact space.

specIfIcAtIons
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Detailed drawings and vital 
measurements to help you 
specify for your exact space.

specIfIcAtIons

1. Back rest S6637AC
2. Sensorflow 21 wc flush S359967 
3. Raised height back-to-wall wc e608801 
4. Concept basin mixer B9915AA 
5. Contemporary bottle trap e0079AA 
6.  Sensorflow 21 rim mounted  

Compact basin mixer A4852AA (mains)
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A6290AA Ceratherm 100 Dual shower pack for special needs
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311
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1. 2.

3. 3. 4.

5. 6. 6.5.

4.

1. 2. 1. Ceratherm 100 shower pack A6290AA
2. Synergy wetroom modesty panel L6181eO
    Bracing bracket pack L6198eO
3. Hewi shower seat and rail* 
4. 45cm grab rail S6486AA
5. 60cm grab rail S6484AA 
6. Hinged grab rail S6362AA

* Hewi Shower Seat and grab Rail 
are not available as single items

335
100

Ø35450

S6486 450mm Contemporary Rail

350

449 413
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561

450

450

164

164

449
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50
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400

S6408LJ Concept shower seat

Detailed drawings and vital 
measurements to help you 
specify for your exact space.

specIfIcAtIons

485
100

Ø35600

S6484 600mm Contemporary Rail

350

449 413

419

561

450

450

164

164

449

90
50

Ø33
400

S6408LJ Concept shower seat
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GuArAntee

lifetime 
All ceramic products

5 years 
on taps and mixers, toilet 
seats and cistern fittings

Our confidence in the quality 
and reliability of our product 
allows us to offer outstanding 
extended guarantees on all 
our products – where the 
product fails within 5/25 
years/lifetime we offer a free 
replacement or replacement 
part (or nearest equivalent). 
So when your washroom has 
been satisfactorily installed 
and is working well, please 
ensure you register your 
guarantee.

This guarantee is transferable 
– 
it applies to the product not 
the purchaser provided the 
guarantee registration is 
passed on to the  
new owner.

Liability is limited to individual 
products and the guarantee

does not cover the 
consequential loss or damage 
or installation costs. This 
guarantee does not affect 

your statutory rights. Products 
must be installed, used and 
cared for in line with our fixing 
instructions and local water 
regulations, and room must be 
adequately ventilated.

Parts (e.g. flushvalves) are 
guaranteed for five years and 
will be replaced if found to be 
faulty. The guarantee does not 
cover general wear and tear.

Applies to UK and Republic 
of Ireland only.

You can register for 
guarantees on a bathroom 
bought on your behalf by a 
plumber or builder.

Colours printed in this book 
are as near as possible to 
the manufactured range of 
Armitage Shanks quality 
bathrooms.

For accurate comparisons 
of colours, see actual ware 
on display at Armitage Shanks 
retailers. Our policy is one of 
continuous improvement and 
we reserve the right to change 
specification and design at 
any time without notice.

Products can be subject 
to tolerances due to 
manufacturing processes.

For further information  
on any products; please call

0870 122 8822
or visit

www.thebluebook.co.uk

The bluebook has long been the most 
comprehensive guide to bathroom and washroom 
products. Now the bluebook website powered 
by Idealspec provides an fully interactive version 
allowing you to navigate through more than 
1250 pages of detailed drawings and produce 
specifications instantly.
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